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In this paper, we study the problems related to parameter estimation of a single-input and single-output networked
control system,which contains possible network-induced delays and packet dropout in both of sensor-to-controller
path and controller-to-actuator path. A weighted least squares (WLS) method is designed to estimate the parame-
ters of plant,which could overcome thedata uncertainty problemcausedbydelays anddropout. ThisWLSmethod is
proved to be consistent and has a good asymptotic property. Simulation examples are given to validate the results.
© 2014 Chemical Industry and Engineering Society of China, and Chemical Industry Press. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In a networked control system (NCS), there may exist random
network-induced delays and packet dropout in the sensor-to-
controller (S-C) path and the controller-to-actuator (C-A) path due to
the communication access constraints [1,2]. Network-induced delays
and packet dropout could cause data uncertainty problems and bring
difficulties for system identification, control, or fault detection.

Problems related to NCS identification have drawn more and more
attentions in recent years. Particularly, Fei et al. [3] utilized a discard-
packet strategy, a cubic spline interpolation, and buffers to the actuator
to overcome the data uncertainty problem in anNCS and proposed a re-
cursive estimation method. Wang et al. [4] formulated an NCS in a
continuous-time system with non-uniformly non-synchronized sam-
pled data, and proposed a modified version of the simplified refined in-
strumental variable method to identify the parameter offline. Liu and
Wang [5] extended the results [4] to the case with colored noise. Shi
et al. [6] gave a recursive parameter estimator for closed-loop system
with randomly missing output data. Shi and Fang [7] proposed a recur-
sive method for open-loop system with randomly missing measure-
ments of plant’s input and output.

In our previous work [8], we have proved that the data set of a
single-input and single-output (SISO) NCS with delays and dropout in

both of the S-C and C-A paths is informative under veryweak conditions,
but we did not design an identification method. The result [8] is useful
to design a consistent parameter estimator for the NCS in this paper,
since the setup of NCSs is the same and the informative data set is a nec-
essary condition for consistent parameter estimation.

The results in Refs. [3–7] cannot be applied to the NCS in this paper
due to the following four reasons: (1) the M sequence used as the con-
trol signal [3] cannot be generated by feedback controllers; (2) with the
remote computers used in closed loop to generate control signals [4,5],
and those computers’ outputs are required to be independent of their
inputs, which could not be achieved by feedback controllers; (3) an
adaptive controller instead of a linear time-invariant (LTI) one was re-
quired [6]; and (4) the problem in Ref. [7] was for open-loop setup.

In this paper, we consider system identification of a SISO NCSwith a
common setup, which includes an LTI plant, an LTI controller, and net-
work transmissions in both the S-C and C-A paths that contain random
delays and dropout. Motivated by Isaksson’s work [11], inwhich amod-
ification idea for the standard least squares (LS) method was proposed
to estimate the parameter of an open-loop systemwith randomlymiss-
ing output data,we design aweighted least squares (WLS)method. This
WLS method could overcome the data uncertainty problems caused by
random delays and dropout. Based on our previous result [8], we prove
that thisWLSmethod is consistent, i.e. its parameter estimate converges
to the “true” value [9], and has a good asymptotic property in the sense
that the product of estimation error and square root of data length con-
verges to a Gaussiandistribution,whichmeans that the estimation error
decays with the reciprocal of the square root of data length [10].
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2. NCS Setup and Problem Statement

Notation 1. Throughout the paper, “q”, “ E ”, and “Pr” represent

“forward shift operator, i.e. qxk= xk + 1”, “a symbol introduced byExk ¼

lim
L→∞

1
L
∑
L

k¼1
Exk in Ref. [10], where {xk} is a sequence of quasi-stationary

signal”, and “probability”, respectively.

The SISO NCS considered is shown in Fig. 1, where the reference input
is zero, and the network-induced delays and packet dropout may occur
randomly in both of the S-C and C-A paths. We assume that the actuator
and the sensor are clock driven with a fixed sampling interval.

2.1. Closed-loop model

The LTI plant and the LTI controller are described by

yk ¼ G q−1
� �

uk þ H q−1
� �

ek

uc
k ¼ F q−1

� �
yck:

ð1Þ

whereyk∈Randuk∈Rare the plant’s output and input at time instant k,
yck∈R anduc

k∈R are the controller’s input and output at k, and ek∈Rf g is
a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
signals with zero mean values, variances λ2, and bounded moments of
order 4 + δ with some δ N 0 [10], respectively.

The structure of the plant in Eq. (1) is assumed to be
autoregressive exogenous (ARX), i.e., G(q−1) ≜ B0(q−1)/A0(q−1)
and H(q−1) ≜ 1/A0(q−1) with B0 q−1

� �
≜b01 � q−1 þ ⋯þ b0nb � q−nb and

A0 q−1
� �

≜1þ a01 � q−1 þ ⋯þ a0na � q−na . For the polynomial orders of
A0(q−1) and B0(q−1), na and nb, we assume that na ≥ nb, without loss
of generality.

The parameter to be estimated is

θ0≜ a01; ⋯; a0na
; b01; ⋯; b0nb

h iT
:

The candidate parameter space used for estimation is denoted asDM

≜ θif g⊂Rnaþnb [10], where

θi≜ ai1; ⋯; aina ; bi1; ⋯; binb

h iT
: ð2Þ

It is assumed that ∀θi∈DM, ‖θi‖2 is bounded.

Remark1. According to Refs. [6] and [7], we assume that the polynomi-
al orders of the ARXplant, na and nb, are known, since they can be deter-
mined by using the statistical F-test [12–14] or the Akaike information
criterion [15].

2.2. Network transmission

Themaximal steps of possible delays in the S-C and C-A paths are as-
sumed to be τmax

sc and τmax
ca steps, respectively. Then yk and uk

c with de-
lays longer than τmax

sc and τmax
ca steps will be discarded when they

finally arrives.

Notation 2. σky and σuc

k denote the transmission states of yk and uk
c at

time instant k, respectively,

σy
k or σuc

k

� �
¼

−1; if yk or uc
k

� �
is dropped;

0; if yk or uc
k

� �
is delivered successfully;

i; if yk or uc
k

� �
suffers i‐step delays;

1≤ i≤τscmax or 1≤ i≤τcamax
� �

:

8>>><>>>:
Remark 2. According to Refs. [1] and [2], it is common to assume that
the delays and dropout in network transmission satisfy Bernoulli distri-
bution. Therefore, {σky} and σuc

k

� �
are two Bernoulli processes.

If σky ≠ 0 (or σuc

k ≠0), i.e. yk (or ukc) is not available to the controller
(or the actuator) at time instant k, multiple update mechanisms can be
used by the controller (or the actuator) to update ykc (or uk), such as “0”,
“latest packet in the buffer”, or “previous step value” update mecha-
nisms [1,2]. In this paper, for the sake of generalization, we do not
make any assumption on the update mechanisms adopted by the con-
troller and the actuator.

2.3. Recovery of data set

Due to the influences of delays and dropout in the S-C and C-A paths,
the plant’s output may be received disorderly or lost on the controller
side, and it is uncertain which packet sent from the controller is used by
the plant. These data uncertainty problems bring difficulties for parame-
ter estimation.

Fortunately, some techniques about NCS have been provided for data
recovery on the controller side, such as the sequence numbering tech-
nique [4] and the smart sensor technology [6,16–19]. By using the se-
quence numbers of the packets received by the controller, the disorder
problem caused by delays in the S-C path can be solved after τmax

sc time
instants at most; using the smart sensor technology (i.e. the actuator
feedbacks the sequence number of plant’s input to controller by sending
it to the sensor and further adding it to the packet transmitted by the
sensor), we could verify the packet used by the plant.

Wemake following assumption to recover the plant’s input and out-
put data on the controller side.

Assumption 1. The sequence numbering technique [4] and the smart
sensor technology [6,16–19] are used for data recovery on the controller
side. Except for the influence of dropout on the S-C path, all the other
data uncertainties caused by unreliable transmission can be recovered.
Then the data set ZL

id≜ y1; u1; ⋯; yL; uLf g is available on the controller
side for parameter estimation at time instant L+max{τmax

sc , τmax
ca }, where

yk ¼ yk;
0;

if σy
k≠−1

if σy
k ¼ −1:

�
ð3Þ

Comparedwith the plant’s input and output data set, ZpL ≜ {y1, u1, ⋯, yL,
uL}, ZidL is obviously incomplete lacking of dropped plant’s output data.

2.4. Formulation

We also have following assumption on the NCS.

Assumption 2.

(1) Delays and dropout occur independently of {ek};

kyku

c
ku c

ky

ke
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Fig. 1. SISO NCS.
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